During this year, nearly 130 monks from Belgium, France, Great Britain, Ireland, and Germany belonged to the large community of Maredsous. Some of the monks were already or were to become famous scholars, such as the theologian Laurent Janssens and the historians Ursmer Berlière, Germain Morin, and Philibert Schmitz. While theological discussion suffered from the papal measures against modernism, the Liturgical Movement was born. Meanwhile in Europe, World War I provoked a wave of nationalism, which infected important Catholic leaders as well. Following the German occupation of Belgium, the German monks had to leave Maredsous. Some of the Belgian monks became soldiers or prisoners of war. Marmion, trying to find a refuge for at least part of his community, spent two years David M. Rooney's new study of one of the great twentieth-century apologists is as welcome as it is needed. Monsignor Ronald Knox (1888-1957)-brother of Punch editor E.V. Knox and uncle of novelist Penelope Fitzgeraldwas one of the premier figures of the Catholic literary revival, deserving a place among the revival's illustrissimi, such as Hilaire Belloc, G. K. Chesterton, Graham Greene, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Cardinal Henry Edward Manning, Cardinal John Henry Newman, J. R. R.Tolkien, Evelyn Waugh, and others.Yet he has been sadly and unjustly neglected in the half-century since his death. His translation of the Bible into what he hoped would be "timeless English"is overlooked in favor of other, often worse, translations, and his other works, ranging across the spectrum of genres, are similarly unread and largely forgotten. It is, therefore, encouraging that we are seeing something of a Knox revival, a timely resurrection, in the wake of a revival of interest in the whole Catholic literary revival in which he was such a key player.
Baronius Press has recently secured the rights for the Knox translation of the Bible from the Archdiocese of Westminster and is in the process of producing a new complete edition, thereby bringing this literary gem back into print after several decades in the biblio-wilderness.A major work on Knox's Apologetics, Father Milton Walsh's Ronald Knox as Apologist: Wit, Laughter and the Popish Creed (San Francisco, 2007) , has been published, as well as Walsh's comparative study of Knox and Lewis, Second Friends: C. S. Lewis 
